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1.  Introduction

Our view of an integrated genome database (Figure 1).

2.  Integrated Genome Data

Integrating genome data requires reconciling the diverse interpretations of genomic concepts,

integrating the relations between genomic concepts and representing the discrepancies in the un-

derlying data. Because of the rapid accumulation of data, the best paradigm in which to integrate

the data appears to be to develop a database system which captures integrated genomic data. An

integrated genome database allows individuals to store their own data, publish important aspects

of that data, access the data of others, and integrate these data sources.

Integrating genomic data at the conceptual level is both a scientific goal and a means of obtain-

ing an integrated genome database. One of the goals of genetics is to characterize the function and

purpose of genome concepts. Genome informatics can contribute to that purpose by developing

mechanisms of communication which capture the important nuances of genome concepts. These

conceptual representations help characterize the types of information which are important in the

understanding of genomic data and form the foundation of computational systems which manipu-

late that data. However, conceptual integration cannot be restrictive. Genome databases must cap-

ture the science, and part of the science is different theories. Communities studying different

species or working in other areas of biology have different needs. A useful integrated database

must capture a variety of definitions, old and new; many of which are not explicitly specified. The

genome community and the genome informatics community both desire conceptual integration.

Most major genomic concepts are defined by their relation to other concepts and most of the ex-

perimental science is driven to determine those relationships. Genomic concepts do not occur in

isolation. It could be argued that molecular genetics has no primitive concepts, but that its primi-

tives are the domain of discourse for biochemistry. In practice, most of the data which is stored in

genome databases consists of relations between other relations. The primitive data upon which the

base relations are built tend to be names of physical laboratory objects or notations specified by

researchers or nomenclature committees. It is not these primitives, such as “test tube”, “gene

name” or “filter location”, which are the interest of geneticists, but the relations between them,
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such as “hybridizes”, “is close to”, or “expresses”. Integrating genome data requires the integra-

tion of concepts defined by relationships to other concepts.

Integrating genome data for the Human Genome project requires a database which is distribut-

ed across different sites, managed by several autonomous groups and integrated at the conceptual

level. It is not realistic to expect one database to capture all the data of the genome project or that

one site can take responsibility for managing all the data. It is also important that the data be

shared between databases and that there is some correspondence in how concepts are interpreted

by the different databases. The genome informatics community consists of individuals developing

and maintaining a few major databases and several dozen smaller ones. Most members want to

share the data between databases, but still need to retain some control over their database, and the

administrators of most databases consider the sharing of data between databases to be a high pri-

ority.

3.   Databases

An integrated genome database must balance the physical separation of the sources generating

the data with the need to integrate the data. It will not work to dump all the data into a database at

one site nor to store data at different sites with minimal or no exchange of data between them.

A database can be separated into three layers based on the schemas generated in its design. The

three design schemas for a database are conceptual, logical, and physical [Teorey, 1994]. The con-

ceptual schema describes the concepts and relationships in the domain, such as genes, sequence,

maps, markers, clones, proteins and chromosomes. The logical schema describes the data using

the data modeling language which formalizes the chosen database management system. The logi-

cal data model might be relational [Codd, 1970], object-oriented [F-logic, complex objects, O2],

or file based [Ullman 82]. The genes, sequence, maps, etc. of the conceptual schema are described

in the vocabulary of the logical data model, such as relations and objects. The physical schema de-

scribes the constructs of the logical schema in the data structures of a database management sys-

tem, such as tables, classes, or BTrees.

A multidatabase system is a database management system which supports access to multiple

component databases. Multidatabase systems may be characterized into a large number of classes.

Two relevant classes of multidatabase systems for genome informatics are:
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interoperable databases - multiple, autonomous databases managed together without a

global (logical) schema. [sheth?]

distributed database - a single logical database which provides access to data located at

multiple sites. [2 refs]

The distinction between the two may be clarified in terms of the layers of each database. Be-

cause interoperable databases do not have a global logical schema, they exchange data in the lan-

guage of the physical layer. A distributed database exchanges data using a common logical

schema though the databases are physically at separate locations. This is outlined below:

Because an integrated genome database must be comprised of component databases which are

managed autonomously, a distributed database is not a realistic solution. For a database to be

managed autonomously, it must retain control over its logical schema. Developing a global logical

schema is possible as Ritter [ref] has shown by integrating the schemas of most major genome da-

tabases into an ACeDB schema, but a global logical schema would not allow the component data-

bases to be managed autonomously.

One possible solution to creating an integrated database is interoperability. Interoperable data-

bases is still a research area in computer science, but would form a foundation for an integrated

genome database, and considerable effort has gone into investigating interoperability for genome

databases [MIMBD]. However, it is not clear that interoperability is needed. Interoperability as-

sumes that a global logical schema is not feasible and that each database must be autonomous. If

these assumptions could be weakened, integrating genome data might not have to wait for an in-

teroperable database solution.

Conceptual

Logical

Physical

Conceptual

Logical

Physical

Distributed Database

Interoperable Database
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One of the assumptions of interoperability is autonomy of design [sheth; veij...]. Each database

must be able to choose its own design with respect to the area of the domain being modeled, the

name of the data elements, interpretation of the concepts in the domain, the data model used, con-

straints on the data, functionality of the system and the implementation. Each database needs to

retain some control over each of these design decisions. However, the genome databases are not

completely autonomous. Each major genome database is providing a service to the same commu-

nity and receiving funding from a small number of sources. The administrators of most databases

consider sharing of data between databases to be a high priority. Currently, the major genome da-

tabases are storing overlapping, but not completely redundant data. These factors reduce the dew-

sign autonomy of individual databases and therefore the need for interoperability.

Robbins [ref] has proposed that one approach to integrated databases is to restrict the “access”

mechanisms provided, where each database publishes its data in a read-only format. The simpli-

fied integrated database meets many of the needs of the genome community. Individuals would be

able to publish their own data and retrieve data from other databases. The formats would not be

compatible, and therefore disallowing integration of data from multiple sources, but would meet

the need of some individuals to view data from a few different sources on an infrequent basis. The

databases would not be integrated at the logical level as required by a distributed database, but in-

stead would present data at the conceptual level.

Since distributed databases and interoperable genome databases are not currently viable solu-

tions, one possible approach to integrating data would be to exchange data at the conceptual level.

Rather than exchange data based on the physical formats, such as strings, integers and records, or

the logical formats of objects or relations, exchanging data at the conceptual level consists of de-

veloping concepts for genomic data, such as genes, markers, locus, etc. These concepts do not re-

strict what can be stored in different databases, but provide a common language, or interlingua,

for exchanging data between genome databases.

For conceptual data exchange to occur, there must be mechanisms for transferring the data in an

format compatible with the common conceptual language, each database must provide translation

mechanisms from its logical schema to the common conceptual one, and a common conceptual

schema must be developed which corresponds to the data to be captured by the databases. We dis-

cuss these three processes in the next three sections.
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4.  Physical Data Distribution

For conceptual data exchange between databases at multiple sites, data must be translated from

a local representation into a conceptual language and then transferred to another database where it

is translated into that database’s representation.

The translation process consists of encoding the low level data from records into high level ge-

nomic concepts at database and decoding it into other records at another database. This has a

vague similarity to the process of encoding DNA into mRNA which can be transferred to the ap-

propriate place and decoded as a protein.

Because the databases are physically distributed, there must be a mechanism for transferring

data between the databases when the data is represented in the conceptual language. Data could be

transferred using the concepts in the conceptual language or the data could be decomposed into

more primitive features.

One mechanism for transferring data at a high level of abstraction is CORBA.

Data in the conceptual language could be decomposed into features before transferring to an-

other database.

Either approach could be used to transfer data between GDB, GSDB, and BCM genome center

databases. GDB contains published map data; GSDB contains published sequence data; and the

BCM genome center database is a good example of raw data.

5.  Autonomous Logical Schema Management

For conceptual data exchange between autonomous databases, each database must provide

translation procedures between its logical schema and the concepts in the common conceptual

language.

Similar logical schemas simplify the development of the common conceptual model and the

translation procedures.

Genome databases will probably have compatible schemas. Distributed databases require iden-

tical logical schemas between databases, but conceptual data exchange requires only that the data-

base capture similar concepts in the domain. Practical evidence suggests that this is likely to

occur. Examination of the dozen or so ACeDB schemas developed for plant databases suggests

that many logical schemas will be similar because most basic concepts of genetics are fairly stable
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and well known. In addition, genome databases are already being developed in a manner which

minimizes the differences in schemas.

Genome informatics tends to be cooperative, and few people consider developing a new ge-

nome database without examining other database schemas. An autonomous database system must

be able to: choose its own design, decide whether it responds to other databases, when and how it

executes external requests, and the degree it associates with the federation (if at all) [sheth,

viej...,alons]. Each database needs to retain its autonomy, but because of the importance of data

integration, the database managers may agree to certain policies. It is not necessary that autonomy

be reduced in any way, but it would assist in conceptual data exchange if the component databases

would: share their interpretations of concepts in the domain with each other, work toward using

similar representations for similar concepts, and agree whether one database is to contain more

detailed information about certain concepts than another database. All of these are already being

done and contribute to compatible schemas.

Diverse database management systems can contribute to incompatible schemas, but genome

databases are progressing toward common systems and common uses of those systems. To be au-

tonomous, each database must be able to choose its own data model. Currently, the commercial

database management systems used for genome informatics are based on relational and object-

oriented data models. Limitations of commercial object-oriented database management systems

(OODBMS) prevent some databases from being implemented in an OODBMS, but objects are be-

coming more accepted as a design mechanism even if the object-oriented design is implemented

in a relational DBMS, and many human genome databases are moving toward objects as a logical

data model [MIMBD]. Although different may need to be built using a variety of database man-

agement systems, genome databases are already being developed in a manner which reduces that

incompatibility.

For these reasons, logical designs developed at one organization may be similar to logical de-

signs at another. The designs will probably not be close enough to consider a common logical

schema, but it may greatly simplify the process of developing a common conceptual model.

6.  Integrated Conceptual Schema

An integrated conceptual schema is a means of integrating genomic data and obtaining an inte-

grated genome database.
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Exchanging data at the conceptual level requires a conceptual model which can be used as a

data exchange language. A natural language, such as English, would work if it were more precise

and restricted to the genome domain.

Possible conceptual models include rational trees, ACeDB linked trees, graphs.

Bob Robbins

Otto Ritter
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